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an electric plane and saw. The pupils make all kinds of articles,
generally for school use; parts for machines, rakes, vice angles,
etc. A very good steam engine has been made from material
that is generally relegated to the dustbin; a food tin made the
boiler. In the carpentry shop light wooden articles are made.
The children elect a tools brigade which gives out and collects
tools. At the end of the year an exhibition of work is held. The
manual work does not have to pay for itself, nor do the pupils
have to buy the articles they make unless they wish. This gives
unlimited scope for manual activity.
I was present at two lessons. In the history lesson, Roman
history was being taken. Most of the lesson was revision of the
previous one. The pupils were asked such questions as to the
kind of people who lived in Rome, their occupation, etc. The
children answered, with the aid of a map, by putting up their
hands. They did not appear to be very interested in the lesson,
which was very tame and called forth no activity on the part of
the children. In discussing the lesson with the teacher, she told
me that it was one of a series; that in the previous lesson the
pupils had made a map of the Roman Empire, and—possibly
with justification—that it was difficult to make revision very
interesting.
The mathematics lesson—geometry, where triangles were
being taken—was a much better conducted lesson, by an ob-
viously better teacher. In the first lesson the pupils had made
triangles from paper and cardboard. This was the second lesson,
and they were working out problems set by the teacher, which
were discussed in class when finished. The class was very alert
and interested, and the pupils asked for more and harder work.
Specialisation begins here in Class 7 (fourteen years). The
decision is arrived at in consultation between pupil, parents,
doctor, neurologist, and psychologist. No decision is irrevocable.
There are here, as in other schools, regular staff meetings for
tibe discussion of school problems, methods, discipline, etc.
I asked about co-education. Had the Director or anyone
experienced any difficulties ? At first he replied in the negative,

